ZANDERS Consulting & Training B.V.
ZANDERS

Consulting

&

Training

B.V.

is

a

company

operating in the field of consulting, training and research
with focus on concrete results and improvements.
The major objective of ZANDERS is helping people and
organizations to improve their structures and skills for
decision-making, management and communication. High
quality of structures and skills are particular needed when
companies and organizations are confronted with incidents, accidents or emergencies.
Generally there is a lot of knowledge and a wide range of support available at operational
level. However, especially the process-based, communicative and psychological aspects
often prove to be the most critical.
ZANDERS Consulting & Training B.V. is particularly specialized in improvement of these
aspects and in this respect provides decisive additional added value compared to most
other companies in this field. Moreover, we offer various management supporting tools to
create a more efficient management of your organization and to warrant results.
Our approach has a proven track record, no wonder that ZANDERS has a number of
leading companies in the Netherlands among our customers.
ZANDERS Consulting & Training B.V., for consulting, training and research. To i mprove
decision-making, management and communication skills based on a system- and
behavioral-oriented perspective.


Screening and auditing of systems and plans



Providing support and mediation in organizations



Management consultancy, organizational research and feasibility studies



Specialized in crisis and safety management



Creating or adjusting management systems, crisis management plans,
contingency plans, business continuity plans etc.



Providing training, exercises and workshops with focus on:
decision-making, management, communication, assistance and aftercare



Support in risk management and risk control
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Background information

Vision
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organization. We believe that passion and competencies
in an effective operating company leads to the best
benefits and results. ZANDERS provides full commitment
to his clients. Together with our customers we realize concrete final results with full
accountability.
ZANDERS wants to fulfill a strong and convincing role positioning us in the middle of the
consulting and advisory elements. That’s why we use the lighthouse as symbol of our
vision.

Employees
The people who work for ZANDERS are experienced professionals with a solid theoretical
background and considerable practical experience in business and public administration.
Not only as a consultant or trainer, but because of their experience as such they have
been confronted and know about possible problems and tensions that organizations have
to deal with sometimes. This enables them to empathize themselves with your
organization and given their realistic, but critical eye they are able to provide significant
added value for your organization.

Customers
Most of the time we work for Executive Board s,
management and directors of companies and
government. But we also work for emergency
response officers, fire officers, communication
officers etc.

For more information: http://www.zct.nl
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